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J. M. W. Turner, ‘New wark  upon Trent’ castle from the southwest, c. 1796, Yale Center for British
Art, Paul Mellon Collection; B1975.4.1619. A slightly contrived melancholic image of decay.
Below:The impressive west facade across the river Trent. Victorian sensibilities initiated a revival
of the castle and investment over the last few years has continued to bring new life into a previously
woefully neglected building. The west face is one of the longest straight castle facades in England
(282 ft) (86m).
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Newark on Trent  Castle - Summary
Newark is a significant example of how castle
architecture was used as a potent visual expression
of wealth and power: its gatehouse is the most
complete example of a Romanesque gatehouse in
England.  The castle stands on the east bank of the
Trent, on a levelled platform raised over a Saxon
settlement and cemetery. An early Norman castle
was established here in the 1060s. Rebuilt in stone
in the 12th century, it has a remarkably symmetrical
plan for its date, foreshadowing courtyard castles of
the late 13th century. The river frontage with its
hexagonal towers was rebuilt in the late 13th and
early 14th centuries. Four basic components remain:
1) The Gatehouse including audience chamber,
lodging suite, curtain wall and (lost) north-west
tower built for Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln, c
1130-1148. The north side of the castle is domi-
nated by this gatehouse. Some early Norman
castles had a simple gateway rather than a gate-
house-keep but Newark (Ludlow, and perhaps
Sherborne) are probably unique as twelfth-century
examples of the genre. It might be seen as ahead
of its time, as the gatehouse offered ample resi-
dential accommodation anticipating keep-gate-
houses of the Edwardian era. It is now an empty
shell, but little altered except for the insertion of
some Elizabethan upper-storey windows. It is a
square-plan tower of three storeys pierced at
ground level and approached through a shallow
round-headed arch. The wide and lofty gate

passage leads into the rectangular bailey. The
gatehouse block is 45ft (14m) x 30ft (9m) with
walls 8-9ft thick with clasping buttresses at the
corners. The single anti-clockwise spiral staircase
is notable for its stately width and climb (see CSGJ
25 pp. 113-174).
2) Norman south-west tower - 12th century.
At the far end of the bailey, the tall, narrow,
rectangular four-storey residential tower in the
south-west corner is Norman,  heightened in the late
13th century. It is likely all the other corner towers
were similar in  original form. According to
tradition it was inside this tower that King John died
of fever in 1216 - a story that is highly unlikely. He
did die at Newark, but possibly within the gatehouse.
3) The north-west tower and curtain wall was
added along the river front with its central half-
hexagonal stair tower, probably begun for Bishop
Oliver Sutton (1280-1300) and continued under
Henry de Burghersh (1320-1340). The late-
Edwardian style NW hexagonal tower c. 1300 and
the polychrome stone banding of the curtain
echoes that of Caernarfon castle, and is best seen
from the river frontage. The NW tower is
accessible and contains a circular oubliette or
bottle-dungeon in its rock-cut basement. There is
a further subterranean square chamber or oubliette
nearby which can also be visited. There was no
access to these basement chambers from within
the NW tower itself, but only from the basement
passage that starts from along the north curtain.

Left: The 6 inch OS map Nottinghamshire XXXV. NE, Revised: 1898 to 1899, Published: 1901.
Right: The corresponding Lidar image https://houseprices.io/lab/lidar/map.
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4) The 14th century halls complex
There was a long range of conjoined buildings set
against the new west curtain wall comprising of
the Bishop’s Hall contiguous/back to back with
the Great Hall with their corresponding end solar
blocks. Although the buildings themselves have
mostly gone, a great deal of knowledge about
them can be gained from evidence left in the
curtain wall and the archaeology under the
ground. Their great pointed-arch windows are still
there - the west front of the castle was so well
protected by the river that the large windows were
no risk to security. The shallow crease in the
building’s roof can still be seen on the interior face
of the north curtain where it was extended  to the

west to meet the new west wall. Both double-
height halls, whilst open to the roof, had central
hearths (arguably somewhat old-fashioned at this
stage, but they lingered on to the end of the 14th
century) and louvres but at both ends of the halls
there were upper chambers / great chambers/
solars / bedrooms with garderobes and fireplaces.
A cut-slab anti-clockwise spiral stair adjacent to the
intermediate semi-hexagonal central turret -
accessed via a window recess, and now partly
visible as the wall has fallen away, gave access to
two intermediate chambers with their own gard-
erobes within the turret and the roof level wall-walk
that probably linked the NW to the SW towers. The
4 x 2 bay pier- and corbel-supported vaulted
undercroft is elegant, high and spacious.

A sketch of the interior of the west curtain wall to show how the range of halls and chambers were
positioned. Image © Newark Castle Trust/ Nottingham & Sherwood District Council. The inner
walls of the halls (not shown) were probably timber framed. See Marshall & Samuels, 1997, p. 35.

‘Ruins of Newark Castle’, from within the bailey looking west toward the late Edwardian range,
and the rear of the gatehouse (right) (cropped). Watercolour, pen and brown ink and graphite on
beige, moderately textured wove paper. A little known painting by or in the style of Paul Sandby,
undated. Yale Center for British Art, http://collections.britishart.yale.edu/vufind/Record/1666841.
Perhaps 1760s. The central staircase tower appears intact. Note the gatehouse staircase turret with
what appears to be two arched entrances at ground level.
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1) The Norman Gatehouse -  detail
Newark is a remarkable castle, and Bishop
Alexander’s gatehouse is one of the finest to
survive from the early 12th century. Alexander
was the nephew of Bishop Roger of Salisbury
(d. 1139), who finished his life as one of the most
powerful and richest men in the kingdom, having
been made Chancellor by Henry I. Roger built
castles at Old Sarum, Devizes, Malmesbury,
Kidwelly and Sherborne, and founded an
ecclesiastical dynasty, with nephews Alexander,
Bishop of Lincoln, and Nigel, Bishop of Ely.
At Newark, Alexander, in 1130-39, set out to
create an ecclesiastical castle-palace, and his
work that remains (which is only some 20 per
cent), primarily the gatehouse, is very similar to
Roger’s high-quality work at Sherborne castle,
visited by the CSG in April 2010. It was said of
Roger’s work that: ‘he erected edifices at great
cost, and with surpassing beauty, the courses of
stone being so correctly laid that the joints
deceive the eye and leads it to imagine that the
whole wall is composed of a single block’.
(William of Malmesbury (1095-1143), Gesta
Regum). The same could be said of Newark.

Bishop Roger and Alexander’s work is singular in
materials, style and plan and it may have been
Roger’s various offices and experiences as a cleric
that produced his underivative approach to castle
design, a very different cast of mind to that of most
barons. Like the NE corner of the White Tower,
Newark gatehouse incorporated a staircase turret
on the east side, integrated from the start as part of
the main body of the entrance block, but with a
ground-floor bailey-side entrance and an elegant,
spiral anticlockwise ceremonial stair with a 5 ft
(1.57m) winder width, and riser height of 9 in.
(21cm) almost the same in all respects as the White
Tower example. It leads to the audience chamber
over the entrance passage on the first floor, and then
narrows slightly further up to the wall-walk.
Like Sherborne the stair-turret has an undefended
ground-floor entrance which  challenges the usual
conventions of Norman military defensive
planning, although ecclesiastical / bishop’s castle-
palaces tended to play down their military elements
within. (The Sherborne entrance was carefully
blocked in the 19th century to prevent unauthorised
public access). For the Sherborne castle gatehouse
analysis see White. P., & Cook. A., 2015, 60-70.

The gatehouse / staircase turret arrangement from the east. The entrance into the stairwell may or
may not be in its original position or may have been reinstated from an earlier blocking. The staircase,
is, of course, vaulted, as all Norman vice stairs were, but the staircase is especially wide, allowing
two abreast to climb with ease. It also rises anti-clockwise and the winder width is 1.57m, wider than
those in the Tower of London’s White Tower.
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The area on the first floor of the gatehouse was,
presumably, the bishop’s private suite. The plan
opposite shows how the chambers in the suite may
have interconnected. Further development, such
as the creation of the upper third storey as living
space and the square west turret makes it a little
problematic in charting the evolution of the spaces,
but Phase one and Phase 2 (see Marshall &
Samuels, 1997, 22-26) may have been, in this
writer’s view, part of a comprehensive pre-con-
ceived plan, to reach the full height of the south
public-facing facade, which may have then
appeared to be three storey. Development of the
habitable third storey involves later 15th /16th
century work and unravelling the sequence of
change is complex. Chamber 2 is described as an
Audience Chamber and Chamber 4 as a bedcham-
ber. Chamber 3 uncertain.

Reconstruction of  the gatehouse, as assumed
complete c. 1140, with a cutaway to show the
interior. It is an artist’s impression of how
Newark’s Norman gatehouse could look with a new
roof and reinstated replacement floor(s).Bishop
Alexander’s gatehouse is one of the finest examples
to survive from the early twelfth century.
The gatehouse had neither portcullis nor
drawbridge. There may have been a central pier
rather than the single abutment as shown (right),
and the planking may have been removable. There
was only one (two-leaved) gate in the gate-
passage, behind which was the porter’s lodge - a
single-celled room. The Audience Chamber
(shown above dressed as a chapel, was a double-
height space, lit on three sides - south, east and
west, and may have included a rare rose window.

An artist’s impression of the gatehouse in the 16th
century, prior to the insertion of the Elizabethan
windows (cf. Richmond, Ludlow, Exeter). The room
with three round-arched windows (Chamber 3 in
Marshall and Samuels, 1997, p. 24) was separate
from the bishop’s private reception room (Cham-
ber 2). The two-leaved door shown in the illustra-
tion was actually placed half-way along the
gate-passage and not as shown.
Because of alterations that took place in the 16th
and 17th centuries it has always been difficult to
determine the original function of these rooms.
Chamber 2 had always been interpreted as a
chapel for the bishop’s use (see above, left). On the
right, the break in the masonry showing the exten-
sion of the north wall to the NW tower is high-
lighted by the colour tones in the drawing.

Reconstructed plan of the private suite on the first
floor of the Newark gatehouse. Not all components
are necessarily coeval, but all were probably in
place by the end of the 12th century.
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North entrance façade to the Newark gatehouse. Buttresses perhaps extended, and certainly refaced.
The three round-arched Norman windows (most of the mouldings remain embedded on the interior
side) were replaced by Elizabethan lights in the 16th century. One the left is the stub of the north
curtain angled to the north east.
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Victorian sketch of how the SW tower with its
complex access arrangements, used to look and how
the levels were accessed for visitors a 100 years ago.

The SW tower looking west. The top floor only,
accessed via the wall-walk, with its shouldered arch
door, appears be an early 14th century addition.

2) The South-West Norman Tower - detail
The Gatehouse and the rectangular SW corner
tower, apart from a few stubs of walling, are the
only visible remaining parts of the Norman 12th
century castle. The SW tower rose 92 ft (28m)
(in its final state) above the river to the top of its
parapet and was of four storeys. It contained a
prison chamber at the original bailey ground
level approx. 5 ft (2m) below the present ground
level - raised artificially between the 18th and
19th centuries); two stacked bedroom chambers
each with latrines on the the second and third
storeys, placed off the passageways and a
guardroom reached from the wall-walk on the
fourth storey.
Unusually, there was no internal spiral stair to
reach any level of the tower. The first-storey room
(now basement) was reached by a passage in the
south curtain. The second storey of the tower
(which is now at ground level) housed a bed
chamber which was originally also reached by a
passage in the thickness of the south curtain wall.
The room, measuring 9ft (2.5m) by 18ft (5m) is
small be modern standards but adequate for the
12th century, even without a fireplace. The door
which now leads into this room from the terrace
was created in the 19th century, simulating

Norman features; and the third storey, another
bed-chamber with garderobe, is now entered by
a straight staircase against the west curtain wall,
which is not the original point of access; like the
other chambers it was accessed in a passage
higher up through the south curtain. The first three
levels are all covered by thick barrel-vaults,
another unusual feature, but they may be
insertions. Stacked levels of curtain-wall mural
passages are rare in the mid-12th century, but
ensured controlled independent access and
privacy, and echoes the arrangements along the
north curtain between the gatehouse and the NW
tower. No doubt access would have been through
various lean-to buildings lining the inner curtain
walls.
The top floor of the tower was reached from the
wall-walk and was the ‘guardroom’ although
more likely to be another private chamber. There
appears to have been a pattern of stacking two
bed-chambers between a basement prison/
oubliette and a top floor guardroom. The late
13th/early 14th century towers in the castle used
the same plan, and is apparent in other castles.
It it possible that the wall walk formed a
continuous circuit around the quadrangle. Other
bishop’s palaces display similar characteristics.
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Newark Castle plan (P. W. Dixon, from Marshall & Samuels, 1997) - west range. Plans A & B clearly show
the alteration of the course of the curtain wall from the original 12th century line. It has pushed the NW
corner out by 9m, this allowing for a larger area to be enclosed. It made possible the building of a whole
new range of accommodation against the curtain wall. The buildings fitted together and worked to a united,
integrated, but complex plan which was easier to achieve ex novo than by trying to convert existing buildings.
It was in the latest style - state of the art Edwardian architecture, with, apparently, no expense spared.

                           The 14th century
Oubliettes, Undercroft, Watergate

In the 12th century the Norman riverside curtain
wall stood on top of the river cliff. The late-13th
century curtain was built at the bottom of the cliff,
explaining the height of the curtain and the rising
ground in the undercroft, as seen in the plan above.
4.1 Oubliettes:
The NW Tower had below it two vaulted ‘oubli-
ettes’, one oblong, one round, reached by a descend-
ing passageway and stairs from the north curtain;
each are entered through a top-level trap door on the
shoulder of the vault - there are no inclined stairs.
The rectangular chamber is now lined and floored
with bricks as it later served as an ice house. So there
must be a provision for drainage, and at one time the
drain may have served as a basic latrine. Peter Brears
noted that ‘castle [..] gatehouses also have a well-
documented role as prisons, this frequently being
associated with use of ‘oubliettes’ or ‘bottle dun-
geons’ in the form of pits entered by trap doors.
However a study of their internal access routes and
chambers, linked with early post-medieval archival
evidence for their usage, shows that many of them

were built as much for the convenience of finan-
cial administrators, as for soldiery[…]it was
essential that he, (the cofferer) had access to
secure, and, if possible, well-hidden strong-
rooms’ (2011 200-1) So we cannot always
assume that ‘bottle dungeons acted solely as
prisons. Prisons, even in the Norman period
usually had en suite latrine provision. The two
oubliettes at Newark in the NW corner tower are
therefore difficult to define dogmatically. Each did
have a single narrow light.
The oubliettes in the middle half-hexagon curtain
tower seem more certain to be prisons (It has two,
one above the other, the lowest cell being  unpleas-
ant). It reflects the same arrangement as seen at
Conwy, where the ‘Prison Tower’ along the curtain
is central to the Great Hall, and is similarly
approached unobtrusively via a window recess. It
likewise has a further cell or ‘pit’ beneath the first
where ‘prisoners’ must have been let down by a
rope through a trap-door from the floor above
(Ashbee, 2007, 30-31). There is a further ‘oubliette’
in the basement (once ground level) of the SW
Tower, which could conceivably be Norman in
origin.
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Newark Castle, the Undercroft, c. 1300, part-built into the cliff face. Looking south, with the lights
in the west curtain overlooking the river. Four double bays of quadripartite vaults, supported by
octagonal columns lacking capitals. The straight stairs into the Great Hall are in the far right
corner.  The conception, using ground below a cliff face and building a basement is similar to the
expansion of Goodrich castle in the late 13th century, on the north side below the Great Chamber
and the NW tower, or at the Percy castle at Spofforth, where, in 1308 they built a new hall and
chamber block built out over a basement below the rock-face edge, thus creating a two-storey
complex, although viewed from the courtyard it seemed to be at courtyard level.

Plan of the Undercroft, Watergate Passage, hexagonal NW tower, and ‘oubliettes’ marked ‘O’.
The watergate passage accesses the undercroft but also continues up into the courtyard. There
were also stairs down to the undercroft at the south end (marked black). The two oubliettes are
discussed by Dr. Richard Nevell, 2014-15, 213. and were identified as strong rooms, but may
have been used as prisons later in their life.  Plan after P. W. Dixon.
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The riverside west range at Newark. The polychrome banding more noticeable than that shown on many
of the drawings. The undercroft lights, that run along the banding line are about 25ft higher than the berm.

4.2 The Undercroft
The undercroft, under the bishop’s hall, consists
of 2 x 4 bays of quadripartite vaults, supported by
central octagonal columns or piers, lacking capi-
tals or  abaci/imposts. When the vaulting ribs die
into the central piers without any intervening
capitals it can be a diagnostic dating feature, but
the date range for this is from the late-13th  to the
3rd quarter of the 14th century. Like Morlais castle
(Gilbert de Clare, 1290s) the structure forms an
elegant, architectural element. Other similar exam-
ples include Spofforth (N. Yorkshire) (under the
hall), 1308, Knaresborough c. 1312 (tower base-
ment), Penshurst c. 1338 (undercroft to rear of the
hall) and Warwick 1340s (under the Great Cham-
ber). Lighting for the undercroft rests solely on the
four slit lights onto to the river, seen above,
running through the stone polychrome banding.
Between the lights are three wall-mounted deco-
rative corbels supporting the ribs. Each underside
corbel terminal is different; north has an inter-
twined knot, the south appears to to a notched head
(see Barnwell), both advertising the pride and
skills of the masons. The undercroft has straight
wide access stairs to the ‘high end’ of the Great
Hall, and the space was no doubt for storage of
wine offloaded from the adjacent watergate, where
goods could be stored in airy, cool dark conditions.

4.3 The Watergate
The watergate was built into the west curtain wall
to facilitate the reception of goods brought by water
to a small wharf. (The Trent was, exceptionally,
navigable from Hull via the Ouse).The strongly-
articulated round-headed door projects slightly
forward of the wall-face (in a similar way  to
Caernarfon). It is of two orders; the outer with a
continuous chamfer and the inner with a segmen-
tal-headed surround with continuous curved bev-
elled edges. Bevelled edges start to occur c. 1300,
and are seen at Caerphilly, Beverston and Berkeley
all Clare owned or Clare-related properties at about
this time; (but this second inner ‘order’ may be a
modern 19th century intervention or rebuild). The
heavy door is barred and entry is protected by an
overhead meurtrière. The wide stone stairs, allow-
ing large wooden barrels to be hauled, rises up and
passes a long, very narrow, lighted chamber prior
to entering the undercroft. This was probably used
by the Receiver or his tally clerk, with a small desk
or carrell to check in / and out / goods movements.
The form and detail of this and of the whole range
is typical of Edwardian work is of the 1290 - 1300
period. The stair passage continues past the under-
croft and up to the bailey. This length appears
older, with its barrel vault and could be part of
some pre-existing Norman work.
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Top: Newark castle, Photograph 1850s to 1870s; Whole-plate albumen print from wet collodion glass
negative. Frith and Co, 1954 V & A number: E. 208:2356-1994, Prints & Drawings Study Room,
level H, case X, shelf 77, box B. A new coal wharf under construction. Joist holes are apparent around
and under the windows of the NW hexagonal tower, supporting  a double wooden oriel imitating the
stone built oriel to the right.
Below: Newark, 1895, Frith & Co. Ref 35551. The west facade from the south. Work under way
buttressing the SW tower, curtain, and introducing the multi-angled batter around the square base
of the SW tower. From ‘British Castles’, 2006, p. 50. (showcasing some of the F. Frith photographic
collection of castles from the Victorian era).
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ABOVE: Reconstruction of the riverside curtain wall in the 15th century - seen from the west. The
watergate is shown on the Basement Plan as leading to the vaulted undercroft under the bishop’s
hall. The reconstruction includes the two-level oriel window added in the 1470s.
BELOW: The north and west facades is by artist Thomas Hearne, 1777, (British Museum
ref:1859,0528.201) for his illustration included in ‘Antiquities of Great Britain’;it shows two
haystacks under the castle wall. Watercolour and grey wash, over graphite. Note the drop in the
water levels. Hearne shows that the first floor of the hexagonal NW tower may have once carried
a timber oriel, which seems to have gone by 1790. Up until that time the castle was inhabited by
squatters, and it is highly likely that they took the timber for fuel.
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